Strategic-Level Spiritual Warfare and  Demonic Superpowers 
Foreword:
This is substantially an article which appeared during 1995 in the magazine "Skepsis" the Theological insert of "Anglicans for Renewal". 
  
Introduction.
 In the mid-80's I remember joining, with members of our church the March for Jesus (MfJ) in Sheffield. This march focused my interest on what has become known as strategic level spiritual warfare. I had been aware that for a few years people had occasionally prayed militant prayers, rebuking the forces of evil and perhaps ordering, in Jesus' name, demonic powers to leave the space we were intending to work in. However when I began to apply the idea consistently to the parish I was working in I began to run into difficult questions. Then when I started to put this together with a book I remembered reading at college in about 1985 (Walter Wink's "Naming the Powers") I found that perhaps I had been a little naive in my attitude to such matters. 
Perhaps, like me, you have sensed that there really is a spiritual 'something' that pervades the area or social network or institution you are ministering in, but you struggle to know how to make sense of that perception and what to do about it. And what of Spiritual mapping, territorial spirits and the like; what do we make of them? These were & are my kinds of questions, if you share them then you may find that this article helps to take your thinking further. 
The background & issues. 
During the 80's there seemed to be a big upsurge of interest in the issue of spiritual warfare applied to wider society rather than focusing on the individual. The novels of Frank Peretti ("This Present Darkness" et al.) and MfJ either reflected, engendered, or fed a growing consciousness of the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms. The subject of "strategic level prayer" (to use the newer label) has also become linked with the whole issue of evangelism and even revival. Again this seems to have been influenced by MfJ and perhaps Peretti. Certainly this was the approach popularised by YWAM and apparently became influential in circles that they touched (see "Preparing for Battle" by Peter Adams). The issue at the heart of the matter is how we understand the phrase "principalities and powers" (to employ the usual terms). From the understanding of the powers has flowed the approaches we see today. 
Anti-supernatural views
have taken a look at the terms principalities, powers and their cognates and have sought to interpret them solely in terms of human institutional life, meaning social, political, economic and psychological forces. This view says that principalities etc. are nothing but these purely human and material forces which are then spoken about in Scripture in a mythologised, quasi-personal way. An example of this approach would be to say that the evil of the Nazi regime was simply a human social phenomenon arising from particular historical, social and economic forces and a personality cult fuelled by a hateful ideology. In this view one might used words like 'demonic' to describe the regime but to do so would be to use the word as it is often used by purely secular writers to denote an evil that seemingly has a life of its own but is actually understood in purely materialistic or humanist terms, in other words 	mythologically. 

We should note that conservative theological reflection (including Charismatic &amp; Pentecostal) has tended to dismiss this view because of its anti-supernatural bias. Whenever dismissals like that happen we should be on the look out for the operation of the baby-with-the-bathwater syndrome. We should pause to reflect that there is a lot in Scripture to support viewing the powers from the human and material perspective. We might want to take issue with whether that everything we want to say about them. 	For example, I would concur with the above analysis of the Nazi regime in recognising the human factors but feel that more had to be said to arrive at a fully Christian understanding of the matter. 
Conservative parties
Within more orthodox circles the main probable division over the powers is likely not to be what they are, so much as how one deals with them. The 'what' is taken to be demons and is very much the kind of picture Peretti draws on in his aforementioned novels. But also, less sensationally, the view of people such as John Stott. It should be noted that viewing the powers as super-demons necessarily entails that the powers are evil. The view arises quite naturally, partly in reaction to liberalism, that if we fight against principalities and powers then they must be demonic. Here I put down a marker that there may be other ways to view the matter.  
Within the framework of the understanding of the powers just outlined, the classical response to them has been to oppose the spiritual forces of wickedness by a consistent Christian life. Prayer, reflection, service, giving, the classic disciplines and 	attitudes of the Christian Church. Surprisingly to some, this is the view espoused by John Wimber; that we deal with the powers by discerning prayer and open-eyed Christian commitment. 
Direct engagement -Spiritual mapping 
Before the 80's I am not aware of approaches to the powers which took the idea of them being demonic 	superpowers seriously as giving a model for dealing with them drawn from conventional deliverance ministry. During the 80's various groups in the charismatic world developed, or at least so it appeared, the concept of 'corporate exorcism'. The book by Peter Adams coming out of YWAM is one clear exponent of the idea and the books of Peter Wagner (see below) clearly run with this kind of approach. It was also the kind of theological rationale for the first MfJ (though it seems MfJ leaders have modified their views somewhat since then). Corporate exorcism would be something akin to deliverance ministry with individuals but applied to a geographic area or a people group. The idea is that, demonic hindrances to the gospel having been removed, evangelism would be more fruitful. This is the view I have labelled 'Direct engagement'. 
One of the recent developments coming out of this view of the spiritual world is the idea of 'spiritual mapping' Probably the best known exponent of it being C Peter Wagner in a series of books (see book list). Spiritual mapping aims to identify what kind of spirit occupies what kind of territory with a view to binding it and ousting it. The mapping itself is a research project to be undertaken prayerfully in order to discern the underlying spiritual trends in a particular area, network or institution. It normally consists of historical, social and economic research particularly concentrating on origins, religious issues, traumatic episodes, ideologies, idolatries etc. As this work proceeds and is subject to prayerful discernment a map is built up of the way that the spirit of the city (or whatever) works or gained entry and thus vital clues are gained as to its 	identity.
 Peter Wagner also instances direct revelations of identity which made a kind of sense of what was known about the area's spiritual map already. It may be noticed that some of this has remarkable affinities with the reductionist approach to analysis except for the belief that the human history reveals the contours of a personal spiritual presence - a territorial spirit. Territorial Spirits are allegedly the ruling demons of particular areas. In the Wagner/Peretti view these are the Principalities and Powers; super powerful demons who have managed to climb the greasy pole of the kingdom of darkness by dint of their power, cunning or both and are now at the head of a local branch office of the kingdom of Darkness, ruling over a hierarchy of demons hell-bent on thwarting the Kingdom of God. 
Wagner: wrong notes
In fact this really applies to the whole endeavour of spiritual mapping and 'corporate exorcism'. The biggest problem for many who dissent from the direct engagement view of strategic level spiritual warfare is that it is not really found in the Bible. To be sure, Wagner et al. have a biblical basis for some of their views but at the crucial point of application there is no model or command to do it that way. Wagner himself draws most heavily on contemporary experiences mostly in Argentina where practice of direct engagement supposedly has yielded a vast harvest of souls in subsequent evangelism (see his Warfare Prayer). The main problem with this is that he doesn't grapple with the point that Argentina was in revival at that moment. We know that in other revivals direct engagement tactics haven't been used yet still there has been harvest. May it be that the Lord is blessing prayer without being over fussy over some of its forms? This is a necessary question but one that is not faced. 
There is a further question also about the scriptural view of 	the powers and whether the direct engagement view has properly understood their nature as revealed in the New Testament, but this is the point at issue below and will be dealt with when we examine Walter Wink's contribution to the debate. The view taken of the powers also affects how one might approach the issue of territoriality and mapping, so again that issue will be dealt with below Any readers wishing to follow this up should read Walter Wink's 'Naming the Powers'. 
Wink's work in this area has been sidelined by Peter Wagner apparently because of Wink's scepticism regarding the objective reality of Satan. However this misses the point that Wink's  exegesis may be fundamentally sound aside from his more philosophical liberalism. I believe it is and that it can help us see our way through the issues raised by debates about principalities and powers. In many ways Wink could be seen merely as a reductionist and Wagner obviously dismisses him as such. However, this is seriously to misunderstand the nature of Wink's endeavour. Wink is concerned to push beyond reductionism to a recognition of the 'spirituality' of human institutions (governments, economic systems etc.). By 'spirituality' he means more than a way of characterising dealings with the spiritual realm and prefers to think in terms of an inner spiritual essence or mode of being. 
In other words, he believes that the NT writers shared with many of their contemporaries a view of the world in which there was no Modern distinction between material and spiritual. His carefully argued contention is that they were viewed as polar opposites of a continuum which means that the physical and the  spiritual realms were seen as the flip-side of each other in a unity of being rather than as separate. In such a view it is impossible to think that human power does not have its spiritual dimension. Wink prefers to speak about the spirituality or interiority of power as a way of translating the concepts of principalities and powers into modern thought worlds.  
The bi-polarity of the cosmos in the NT is illustrated by the 'heavenly realms' in Ephesians. Most people probably form their most definitive views of spiritual warfare from Eph.6:12. Unfortunately we tend to do so from a modern western world-view and what we need to do is take note of how the phrase ';heavenly realms' is used and work from there. It would not be unfair to sum up the use of the phrase in Ephesians as referring to the spiritual flip-side to everyday reality. Perhaps we might (taking a leaf out of the book of Paul Yonghi Cho) think of it as a fifth dimension, beyond the 4 dimensions of spacetime. It is obviously a place where evil is (see Eph.6:12, hence the need for new heavens as well as a new earth?) and where we encounter Christ (Eph 1:20 &amp; 2:6). So we understand it is not an eschatological concept but as something that relates to the here and now. 	
NT language
examination of the words used in the New Testament for power, (authority, principalities, thrones, dominions etc.) reveals several things. One is that there is no vocabulary difference between words that, judging by context, refer to human authorities and words that refer to spiritual powers; it is the same set of terms by and large and usually the terms will be referring to human powers. In fact there are times when the context is not necessarily clear and it is hard to determine whether spiritual or material power is meant (e.g. 1 Cor.2:6-8). One example of this bi-polarity of terms is in John's gospel where arcwn has a spiritual reference in 12:31 &amp; human in 12:42. It is seen fairly clearly in Col.1:16 where the parallelism show earthly and heavenly powers are meant. Another thing we find is that the terms are not used in any systematic fashion. exousia and arche are both used for 'authority' (NIV) in Lk.10:9 &amp; 20:20, for example. In Rm.13:3, arcwn and exousia are used synonymously. 
It is actually not possible to come up with a hierarchy of the powers as some have attempted to do in the past; the language is simply too unsystematic to allow it. It is also the case that they may be used on a one -stands -for-all basis when the demands of rhetoric call. To see this working compare the 8 terms used in Rom.8:38-39 with the 3 terms of 1Cor.15:24, the 2 of Col.2:10 and the 1 of Col.2:20. If rhetoric is the prime motivator for use then it surely indicates that no hellish hierarchy is conceived of. Space prevents a full treatment of the the language issue, Wink's books would give a clear detailed view. 
The powers -created good 
We eed to take seriously what Wink draws our attention to about the the nature of the powers themselves. Col 1:16 reminds us, “For by him all things were created: things in heaven and on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or powers or rulers or authorities; all things were created by him and for him”. This, he points out, reminds us that the powers are created by God through Christ and are therefore good in purpose. He also points out that they are included in the scope of redemption (as against destruction) This way of thinking about the powers makes sense when we take it a bit further: human organisations at their best serve human welfare; distribute resources, meet need, administer justice, provide frameworks and engender human social and spiritual welfare (A view found in Rm.13:1ff). We all know, however, how easily these can be perverted and become  instruments of unrighteousness (we see how this happens in Scripture when we consider the Torah -which Paul speaks of as a power see Col.2:14-15 &amp; Gal.3:23ff).  
Demons? -Down but not out
Having read this far you may be concerned that I have just exegeted demons out of existence (if only it were that easy!). Certainly, Wink interprets the demons and Satan as the spiritual pole of human evil. In doing so he is trying to be consistent with the kind of view he finds the NT teaches about the powers. However, I believe he fails to recognise the personal and meta-human nature of demons as they are seen through the gospels and met in pastoral practice. If this is factored into the picture then we are in a position to make a fuller and more satisfying assessment of the matter.  
I believe it is necessary, then, to make explicitly a distinction between the powers and demonic beings proper. There are a couple of considerations. In Col.1:20, The powers are not thrown into the lake of fire prepared for the devil and all his angels, cf. Mat 25:41, rather they are reconciled. This surely 	indicates we're not dealing with the same kind of creature. Similarly we learn that the church is to make known the manifold wisdom of God to the principalities and powers (Eph.3:10) which when contrasted with the evident knowledge of Christ displayed by the demons in the gospels again makes one suspect that a different order of being is in view. There is also the question of how demons' apparent hunger for embodiment (Mk.5:12) squares with the rather disembodied existence posited for the powers. All together now... The view that emerges when you put all this together is somewhat different from the ones we started off with, but shares some of the characteristics of each. The powers turn out to be human institutions, structures and organisations. This is not a purely materialist reduction of them to nothing but social and economic forces but such forces are part of the picture, part of what is meant when the language of power is used in the NT.  
However we also need to recognise that the NT writers seemed quite at ease with viewing the powers also as spiritual entities, not merely as earthly. Sometimes they would focus on the earthly 	aspect, sometimes on the spiritual and sometimes you would be hard put to tell which (if any) was the primary focus. Our problem has been, I suspect, that we have succumbed to a dualism in our thinking about the heavenly realms. As a result, we have only been able to think of them in fairly limited categories with the material aspect being paramount and with an atrophied view of the spiritual which has really only had room for God and demons and, frankly, has a lot of difficulty with angels let alone a spiritual pole of the powers. 
Perhaps the reason for 'demonising' the powers is the we have only been able to cope with conceiving of the spiritual dimension by adding it as another category to a basically materialist world-view. To be sure, we have insisted in having doors from this 'extra room' into the four dimensions of  spacetime but it is a bolt-on extra, like an extension. We need rather to think of it as more integral to the structure of creation, not as an extra room. Perhaps like the air conditioning system in an American house or the basic framework of the building; present throughout, with ramifications for the whole structure. This is surely closer to what is behind our credal belief in the creation of all things ';visible and invisible'. 
Each human institution, then, has a temporal-social identity (which is a function of its place in a geosocio-economic nexus) and it also has a spiritual identity which is its reality as it intrudes into and relates to the heavenly realms. This spiritual identity affects and is affected by the socio-somatic pole of existence. The demonic impinges on the powers through the channels of people and place which are part of the normal modus operandi of demons. However the powers are not themselves demonic. Much of the evil they may be bound up with is of the same order as much human evil; a perversion of the good that they are created to effect which in some circumstances may serve as a point of entry for demonic beings. 
Any human power-structure, institution, or organisation has an 'angel'; a spiritual pole which invisibly shapes and directs it. Talk of the ethos of an enterprise gets close to the territory we're exploring here. Thus, for example, a local church has a 	spiritual identity which relates to its history, its prominent members, its incumbents, its socio-economic context etc. etc. I believe that what John was addressing when he wrote his letters to the angels of the churches of Asia Minor is those churches viewed as spiritually significant entities. This perspective would explain how the addressees appear actually to be the members of the churches themselves rather than any purely spiritual being which presumably does not need a piece of parchment for communication. 
Spiritual mapping -reprise
Spiritual mapping has been propounded with a view of the powers which, on the basis of the considerations already mentioned, I believe we should not accept. However to reject it all simply because it is inaccurate may be to lose some valuable insights. In some circumstances it may be possible to trace a demonic element to the subversion of the God-given role of the powers in an area. This element would need to be dealt with, but to do so without also seeking to recognise and 'heal' the social networks involved would be to sweep the room clean for further infestation. It also seems true that socio-historical study does yield insights which can help churches to discern strategies to deal with the particular spiritual issues overarching their areas and&nbsp;to discern the prevailing spiritualities which may hinder (or help!) the gospel and to relate them back to their purpose serving human welfare. 
It follows, of course, that having identified such powers should not issue in 'corporate exorcisms'. However it should make informed prayer and action possible. Such action might include Christians living lifestyles of freedom from certain things. From the last century there is the example of the temperance movement which played a valuable role in turning a gin-soaked society round. If the powers are truly both material and spiritual our action in relation to them should involve both kinds of response: prayer and 'prophetic' action or life-style. My own booklet (see 'further reading') gives a few further pointers here. Spiritual Warfare, then, involves us in prayer, in costly discipleship (e.g. temperance in severely alcoholic cultures), in proclaiming the gospel and in using our minds to analyse, critique and accurately target our efforts and message.  
It seems that Paul thought very highly of the role of the mind in spiritual warfare (see 2 Cor 10:4-5 “The weapons we fight with are not the weapons of the world. On the contrary, they have divine power to demolish strongholds. We demolish arguments and every pretension that sets itself up against the knowledge of God, and we take captive every thought to make it obedient to Christ”. So must we. We can make use of the ideas of spiritual mapping as a way of identifying the issues and spiritual dynamics of our mission field. It is at the point of response to what this reveals that we need to be careful and be wary of simplistic and quick-fix solutions. Spiritual warfare involves not just strategic level prayer but also life-style issues, corporate action (even political action is conceivable as part of spiritual warfare) and well-targetted proclamation of the gospel .  
It is this broad understanding of what is involved in spiritual warfare that prompts me to recommend that we adopt the phrase 'strategic-level prayer' for what usually goes under the title 'spiritual warfare' let's not restrict warfare merely(!) to prayer, we will be the poorer and less effective if we allow ourselves to lose the other aspects from our thinking 
Afterword
Let us indeed engage in spiritual warfare; the Christian life calls for nothing less. But let us do so in all its fullness, not trying to evade the costliness of it by spectacular and instant prayer events. Let's recover a full-orbed understanding of reality as including a spiritual dimension rather than just tacking a spiritual box onto a secular materialistic world-view. Let's 	understand the human and spiritual dynamics that shape our society and help or hinder the spread of the gospel. And please, let's not do anything silly! -Foolish by the world's standards, by all means... 
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